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Home Inspections, Compliance, Enforcement, and Criminal Investigations Enforcement Actions Warning Letters

5A'~ ~

Department of Health and Human Services

Roberk Patton, Vice President,
Ohm Laboratories, Tnc.
34 Welk Fulton Street
Gloversville, NY 12x78-2907_

Dear Mr. Patton;

General Manager

Public Healkh Service
Food and Drug Administration
New Yark Districk
158-15 Liberty Avenue
Jamaica, NY ],1433

This letter describes FDA's concerns regarding. a July 13 through August 12, 2009 inspection by FDA

investigators of your pharmaceutical manufacturing facility, Ohm Laboratories, Inc., located at 34 West

Fulton Street, Gloversville, NY. l~he inspeckion identified significant violations from the Current Good

Manufacturing Practice (CGMP} regulations for Finished Pharmaceuticals, Tile 21, CFR Parts 210 and 211.

These vialations cause your drug praduct(s) to b~ adulterated within the meaning of Section 5p1 (a}(2)

(B) of the Federal Food, aruc~, and Cosmetic Act (the Act} [~1 U.S.C. ~ 351(x)(2){B)] in that the methods

used in; ar the facilities or controls used far, their manufacture, processing, pad<ing, or holding do not

conform to or are not operated or administered in conformty with CGMP regulations.

In addition, you manufacture and distribute a prescription drug without ?II approved application. As

described below, this drug is an unapproved new drug and by introducing it into interstate commerce,

you are in violation of sections 301 (d) and 505(x) of the Act [21 U.S,C.~§ 331(d} and 355(a)].

Further, this inspection revealed your firm failed to report the quantity of a drug product distributed

under an approved application in an annual report [21 CFR ~ 314.81(b}(2}(ii)] and to submit an NDA-

~ield Alert Report within three working days of receipt of information concerning a failure of one ar more

distributed batches of a drug to meet the s~ecificatians established for it in the application [21 CFR ~

314.81 (b)(1)(ii}].

We received your firm's September li, 2009 response, and we Hate that it lacks sufficient carrectiv~

actions. In addition, we received your firm's October 12, November 11, and December 11, 2Q0~

responses, indicating the status of and timeframes for the September 2009. proposed corrective acfiions.

Specific violations observed during the inspection include, but are not limited, lo:

~G1~~ tfi~al~~io~as

1. Your firm has not thoroughly investigated the failure cif a batch or any o~ its components to meet its

specifications, whether ar not the batch has already been distributed, and failed to extend the

investigation to other batches o~ Chc same drug product and other drug products that: may have been

associated with the specific failure or discrepancy [21 CFR ~ 211,192]. Far example

a. Complaint investigation (t~)(~) concerning black particles in a single bottle of Metformin MCI Oral

Solution, batch 1987Q71, concluded that the source ofi the particles may have originated from worn

nozzle seals on the filling machines. The investigation dici not include an assessment to determine

whether the use of such defective equipment afFected the quality of other batches of your product and

other products that utili~~ the same filling machine.
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Your response to observation 6a in i:he FDA 483, regarding the Metformin HCI Oral Solution complaint

investigation, states that the investigation failed to identify a conclusive root cause and hypothesized

that the particles camp from the "Faacl-grade nozzle seals" On the filling machine. We find

inconsistencies between the description of the investigation in your response and our review of

investigation (~)(4) which attributed a root cause to the failures, Tn addition, we have determined

your investigation to be inadequate,

Investigation (b)(4j states ghat "over time the nozzle seals will become somewhat degraded and

begin to 'flake' when removed from the nozzle shaft to change spacer settings, and the nozzle tip a-

rings will wear from constant cycling of the filling nozzle during filling operation, at which dime they are

replaced with new seals." You have no knowledge of when the seals started to degrade or when it

became a risk to the qualifiy of yal~r product. Your complaint investigation also sates that microscopic

evaluation of a (b){4} s~ai yielded many similarities with the particles in the complaint sample and

concluded that a worn nozzle seal on the filling equipment was the most probable source. You failed to

extend the investigation to other batches of the same drug product and other drug products that may

have been associated with the equipment failure,

Further, your response states that this was the only complaint you had ever received regarding visible

particles in Metformin HCI Oral Solution since you started man~~facturing this product in 2QQ3, Yau

assert that tracking and trending, to dEt~rmine i~ additional or similar complaints were received, may

have been the appropriate disposition of this complaint. Although you did not limit this investigation to

tracking and trending, we disagree with your premise that kracking and trending would have been

sufficient. The CGMP regulations [21 CFR § 211.198] require that you inveskigate complaints or

provide a sufficient reason when an inv~stigatian is deemed unnecessary. Tracking and trending of a

complaint is only part of a sufficiei7t inveskigation and does not substitute far an investigation ar

provide adequate justification to circumvent the investigation requirement.

b. Your May 20 and July 7, 2Q08 investigations into fiber and cardboard particles found in three

batches of Ranitidine NCI Solution were inadequate. The initial investigation was not thorough, nor did

your investigation include an assessment to determine whether drug product in polyethylene

terephthalate (PETE) bottles (confirmed to contain particles) should have been rejected. Yau released

the batches of drug product based an questionable visual inspections of amber color battles filled with

product.

Your response to observation 6b in the FDA 483, regarding the Ranitidine HCT Solution investigations,

states that subsequent investigation of this matter indicated that "the particulates may not have been

related to the specific lot o~ bottles in question, but rather to the handling aP the battles prior to

charging them ii7ta the filling line. The removal of the plastic wrap from the bottles may cause

electrostatic buildup that can attract any loose particles pr~sen~ in the secondary container (cardboard

boxes)." Your response and process deviation report {E~)(4) also stake that you conducked "AQL fi~7al

product inspections" io release batchES of product that used the same batch of"PETE" bottles

confirmed to contain particles.

Based on your assessment, the presence of particles in your laottles may have occurred previously due

to your similar handling of the Fatties plastic wrap, yet you did not extend the investigation to other

batches of drug product that wire treated in the same manner, In addition, you released batches of

drug product des~aite inadequate AQL inspections conducted on amber color bottles filled with product

and on equipment (i.e., bottle washer) that was not qualified for its intended use (i,e., removal of

particles from PETE battles). Please provide information to demonstrate that visual AQL inspections on

amber color bottles of Ranitidine MCI Solution are effective. It is your responsibility to ensure that the

release of drug products is based on validated methods of inspection and that the equipment is

qualified for its intended use,

c. Your July 5, 2007 investigation into an Out-of-Specification (~aS) assay resu ►t (by HPLC) for (E~)(~)
content of (b)(4) batch (&~)(~) disregarded the initial ( )(~)% OQ5 result (specification (b)(~)Q/a).

Instead, you replaced the (i~)(~)p/o OOS result with a (b)(4)%.result (obtained by reinjection} and

investigated the (b)(4)o/a result ~s an ~ut_af-Trend (OOT) result. Yau invalidaked the C}~S result

without justification, conjectured that "them could be passible' unidentified analytical error," and

released the batch.

Your response to observation 6c in the FDA 483, regarding the (E~)(~4) OOS investigation,

acknowledges that the analyst involved in this inveskigation did not doc~~ment the investigation as

required by the OnS prac~dure (SOP 2802). However, this incident is not simply a documentation

error but a failure to acknowledge the initial (7aS result and to thoroughly investigate what may have
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caused the OAS result. It is your responsibility to ensure khat you thoroughly investigate the cause of

the 005 results before continuing your investigation with the retesting and re-sampling of additional

samples (e,g. bulk, retain, stability). Please include corrective actions to prevent recurrence of similar

~i~viations. For example, review and revise your C?OS procedure, if necessary, or conduct 100% audit

of your Q~S investigations to ensure the OOS procedure is followed.

In addition, it is your responsibility to ensure that you have established adequate procedures for

investigating unexplained discrepancies (e,g,, OOT results). We acknawledg~ your commitment to

create an OOT procedure anc! to revise the OOS procedure by October 30, 2009, Please include

corrective actions to prevent recurrence of similar deviations (i.e., lack of procedures). For example,

we recommend that you schedule periodic evaluations of your procedures by conducting gap analysis

I~etween your fim's procedures and corporate policies and procedures ko ensure they are in alignment

and to identify missing procedural CGMP requirement.

2. Your firm has failed to comply with its written stability program [21 CFR Zii.166(a)], failed to

establish an adequate written sfiability program designed to assess the stability characteristics of drug

products in order to determine appropriate storage conditions and expiration dates [21 CFR 211.166{a)],

and failed to maintain a record of the number of batches of each drug product that are tested to

determine an appropriate expiration date [21 CFR 211.166 (b)]. For example,

a. Yau failed to follow SQP Product Stability Program, when your QCU failed to analyze stability

samples mainfiained under long term stability conditions within (t~)(~) from the date withdrawn. Your

QCU tested stability samples between (b)(4~) days afker removal from the stability chambers. The

following are examples of batches of drug products that were not tested within (b){~) from the dale

the samples were withdrawn from their stability chambers.

Product Batch ~~~~ T~~~ ( ~~~'oint difference (clays)

Metformin HCL
1326373

Solution
1327834 40% MDPE 1$ (b)(~)

1328455

Sertraline HCL ~~~~~~9
Concentrate

X728$00 2 az Glass 6 (bj(4)

1729098
Nortri~atyline HCL ~~g~~~~ ~~,p oz Glass 6 (b)(~)
Scalution

Your response to observation lia in the FDA 483, regarding the failure to analyze drug products within

~k~)~4) from the date of removal from the stability chambers, states that the products covered by the

observation "span a period from 20Q3 to 2007." Your response also states that "Normal staff

fluctuations.,, occasionally impact sample analysis timeframes" and that you "have successfully

managed these factors to limit delays." We hive concerns regarding your commitment to ensure that

your stability program is in compliance wifih CGMP regulations and your adherence to it, once it is

adequately established, We disagree with your comment that you have been successfully managing

factors to limit delays in your stability program, You acknowledge that you have had a systematic

failure in your si:ability program from 2003 ~0 2007, yet you now propose working on initiatives to

ensure compliance with your sfiability SOP 2$05, Please explain why this observation has remained

unresolved sine 7003, In addition, we node that the failure to have an adequate number of qualified

person~7el is not justification to negleck your ccammitments to the stability program. Please submit your

carr~ctive action to prevent recurrence of similar deviations.

b. Your Standard Operating Procedure SDP 28Q5, Product Stability Program, is not adequate, The

procedure does not establish lime limits for the initiation of the stability studies and clearly describe

the skability protocol contents to (T) specify when to Y:est "Qn Demand" samples that are stored ak

refrigerated condition (i.e.,. (b)(~) °C}; and (2) describe the intended purpose of the test For "On

Derr~and° samples stored at refrigerated condition. for example, Larazepam Oral Cancerttrate, batch,

(i~}(~) was manufactured in May 2006, and the stability study was not initiated until June 2~Q7, In

addition, the stability protocols provide inadequate instructions regarding the purpose of testing, far

example, Loratadine Ural Salu~ion stability protocol, STB-016/06, stags that samples stored at

refrigerated condition "shall be analysed only on demand, when required.°

Your response to alaservatian 3a in the FDA 483, regarding the failure to maintain stability records,

states that the samples Co be stored under refrigerated condition are protocol driven; termed °On
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Demand" samples from exhibit batches; and intended for research and traubleshoating purposes. We

note that the terms "On Demand" and "exhibit batches" are nat described your stability SOP 2805.

SOP 28Q5 describes the procedure far your research department (i.e. (b)(4)).

In addition, your response stags that on "Demand" samples are not collected or used Far stability

purposes and ire r7ot subject to the stability sample control practices Despite this statement, you use

the stability protocols governed by the stability procedure SOP 2805 to include °0n Demand° samples

as part of the stability program. further, your response to observation 3d regarding inconsistencies in

the number of units placed on stability states that the stability protocols "specifically indicate that

these samples are to be analyzed' :..only on demand when required.'° Please note that the terms

"when required" and "On Demand" are ambiguous, and neither is defined in your stability protocols.

Your stability program is inconsistent and inadequate. Please submit your corrective actions to your

stability program.

Be advised that it is not adequate to place ~ product on stability, for example, one year from the time

it is manufact~.ired. This ca~.ild result in non-conforming product remaining on the market for an

unjustifiable period of time because you failed to I~egin stability testing (starting at Day 0) at an

appropriate interval to provide timely information to protecfi the public,,

We acknowledge your commitmenfi to immediately terminate the practice of collecting "On Demand"

samples. However, we advise you to review end correct all stability related' procedures and prptocols

to ensure fihat your stability program is adequately designed and

followed, In addition, we recommend that you revise your quality assurance program to prevent

similar deviations and to ensure that your procedures are adequate and in compliance with your

corporate policy, procedures, and CGMP regulations.

c. You have not established a laboratory control system to trace the movement of stability samples

(including units of product without tamper evident seal) stored in your refrigerators, Specifically, you

are not maintaining a record that it7cludes produck description, batch number, dates, the persan(s)

responsible far the movement of samples in and out of the refrigerator, and the quantity of product Co

ensure that stability studies are reliable. Examples of samples required by stability protocols and

stored inside the refric~eratars (F~)( )and include: Loratadine Solution, lots 2070701 and 2C~8Q7Q1;

and Ranitidine HCL Solution, lot 575Q601.

Your response fia observations 4a and4b in the FDA 483 states that the samples stored in the

refrigerators are not stability' samples but "On Demand" samples that are collected and stored as

required by your stability protocols (SOP 2805). Be advised that these stability protocols are part of

your stability program, and SOP 2856, which requires stability documentation for the tracking of

stability samples, also applies to your "On Demand" samples (i.e,,instructions to p1aGe stability

samples intended for testing in the stability chambers that include refrigerated conditions). Hence,

your assertion that "On Demand" samples are not stability samples is contradicted by your stability.

procedures.

In addition, your response states that "It has never laeen Ranbaxy's policy to analyze 'On Demand'

samples for stability purposes and there is no evidence that 'On Demand' samples have been used in

this manner, Yau have not demonstrated that •°On Demand" samples have never been used for

stability purposes because you have not estak~lished a control system fio ensure the accountability and

traceability of samples stored in your refrigerators. Please submit your corrective actions to your

stability program.

d. SOP 2856, Stability Documentation for Initiating, Tracking, Logging, and Reporting of Stability

Samples, requiring stability documentation for the tracking of stability samples is not adequate. SOP

2856 states that quality personnel submit collected stability samples to the stability coordinator. Under

this procedure, fihe stability coordinator initiates the stability protocol, and upon approval of the

protocol, the samples are labeled and placed in the stability chambers. However, this sequence of

events in the procedure is inadequate and inconsistent with your current practice. The collection of the

samples from the packaging line by quality personnel cannot precede the stahility protocol's approval

because you do not know the number of samples fio be collected without the study protocol,

3. Your firm has not established laboratory control mechanisms and documented the execution of

I~boratory control functions at fihe films of performance [21. CFR ~ 211.160(x)]. For example,

a: Your QCU did not document ~h~ dates at the time samples were allegedly withdrawn from the

stability chambers far analysis. The attendance record shows that your stability coordinator was

absent from your firm during those dales in which the coordinator recorded the withdrawal of samples
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from the stability chambers (see examples below).

Loratadine
solution

Lorazepa m
Centrate

~~)t~)

'~

2Q70604

2070701

2080701

2080701

51907x1

t~)~~)

{b) f 4~}

Ranitidine HCL. 57~06Q1
Solution

Nortriptyline ~~~~~~a
HCL Solution

.: ~ t~ ~►.

STB-Q16/Q6

STB-003/d7

STB-006/07

STB-005/08

STB-008/07

(~)(~)

{~a)~~)

6 mo 7/7/2007 Saturday

9 mo 10/7/2Q07 Sunday

3 ma 9/1/2007 
Saturday

Sunday
s mo ~~Z~~zaa~

3 mo

9 mo

2 mo

~. m o

1$ mo

3 mo

~. 2 m o

18 mo

STB-003J06 24 mo

STB-002/05 `~ mo

24 mo

9/29/2007

3/29/2008

5/30/2009

9/22/2007

z~~~~~oa~
i~~~zoo~

3/22/20Q8

3/22/2008

1/7/2QQ6

4/7/2007

Saturday

Saturday

SaCurday

Saturday

Sunday

Sunday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Sakurday

Saturday
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Stability
coordinate
absent fra
the firm

Your response to observatian 5a in the FDA 483, regarding tl~e failure to document the withdrawal of

stability samples at the time of performance, acknowledges that your stability coordinator mistakenly

recorded the date of sample. Collection to coincide with khe date specified in the stability prakocol.

Your response also states that the responsibilities of this former employee have been transferred to

another qualified employee. Although responsibilities were transferred to another employee, we still

have concerns regarding your carr~ctive actions. This type of deficiency in your CGMP quality system

is indicative of khe failure by your QCD to provide effective training and adequate oversight to assure

ghat no "errors occur. We recommend that you develop an internal audit program that will assist you

in identifying and correcting similar deviations. We also recommend that you revise your kraining

program to include an evaluation of training effectiveness. Pieasc submit your corrective actions to

prevent recurrence of similar deviations.

b. Your QCD has nofi established a control system to prevent mixups, to assure the firaceability of

samples in the laboratory, and to assure the proper storage of samples before testing. Your QCD uses

a walk-in cage, known as fihe Test Sample Raom, to store units of expired grid unexpired finished drug

products. This collection represents exhibit and process validation batches, samples already tested,

and sfiability samples. Your firm does not maintain an inventory of the cage contents, does nod track

the status of the products, and uses the cage as backup storage far stability samples. Examples of

products stored in the cage include:Loratadine Solufiian, batches
207Qi01,2Q70603,2080701,207Q8Q1; (t~)(~) batch (fs)(4); Sertraline HCI Concentrate, batch

302080; Nortriptyline HCI Splution, (b)(~}; and Ranitidine HCI Solution, batch 57506Q1.

c, Your QCU has not established a record control system that assures the reliability of the laboratory

raw data. Your QCU docume~7ted raw data (e.g. date of analysis, batch numbers, calculations) in spiral

pocket notebooks that lack controls to prevent ih~ deletion and traceability of analytical raw dafia.

Your response fails to address the violation. You must establish adequate controls to assure the

reliability of laboratory records. Please include your corrective actions to address this violation.

4. Your firm has not established scientifically sound and appropriate speciFications, standards, sampling

plans, and test procedures designed tp assure that drug ~radu~ts conform to appropriate standards of

identity, strength, quality, and purity [21 C.F.R § 211.16a(b)]. For example, your .sampling plan

intended far stability studies (i.e., batch record sampling instructions and stability protocol) is not

adequate. The number of samples collected for stability purposes during the manufacturing process, as
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dacurriented in yr~ur batch manufacturing retards, differs significantly from the number of samples

required by your stability protocols fio be placed on stability (e.g., Ranitidine NCL Solution, batch

575Q601; l.oratadine Solution, batches 2170701 and 2080701; Mekformin HCL, (b)(4) and {b}(~).

Your response to observation 3a in the FDA483, regarding the failure to maintain records of the number

of chug product batches tested for skability purposes, acknowledges that there is a difference in the

number of stability samples between the batch record and the stability protocol. You also state thafi this

difference is managed during "executian of the exhibit batch" by either collecking additianal samples ar

destroying the surplus. Please include your corrective actions to ensure that the number of sfiability

samples callected during manufacturing is consistent with your stability program. In addition, you need ko

ensure that all collected samples are adequately documented and accounted for.

5. Your firm has not exercised appropriate controls over computer or related systems to assure that

changes in cantral records ar other records are insfiit~ated only by authorized personnel [21 CFR ~ ~11,6H

(b)J. Far example, one user account is established for two analysts to access the labaratary instrument's

software on the campufier system attached to HPI.0 systems (b)(~) end o The user account provides full

system administrative rights, including editing of the methods and projects. In addition, data security

profiocols are not established that describe the user's roles and responsibilities in terms of privileges to

access, change, modify, create, and delete projects and data.

Your response to observation 17 in the FDA 483, regarding the failure to establish a procedure that

defines the user account responsibilities anti privileges and ~nsui~~s the use of a unique user name and

password for each analyst, is not adequate. Tt states "A user account with 'Analyst' privileges was used

during the demanstra~ion.... However, it is not equivalent to the permissions of an 'Administrator'

account, which has full access to all levels of the software." As observed by our investigators, your

analysts did not know their robs and responsibilities in terms of privileges to the subject software during

what your response now characterizes as a demonstration. Your response also states khat unique

usernames and passwords have been issued with "Analyst° access privileges. Please submit supporting

information to demonstrate that your corrective actions address the violation.

6. Your firm has not established writfien procedures to monitor the output and to validate the

performance of those manufacturing processes that may be responsible for causing variability in the

characteristics of in-process material and the drug product [21 CFR ~ 21~..110(a)]]. For example, the

manufacturing process (k~){~) does not include in process controls to monitor and confirm that the

filfiration step is effective. We Hate that your complaint investigation (E~)(4) far particulate matter in two

bottles of (t~)(~}, concluded that "tl~e subject particles present in the complaint sample are inert organic

sediment," and you have Hat provided supporting documentation to confirm the conclusion.

7. Your firm has not' established an adequate number of qualified personnel to perform and supervise the

manufacture, processing, packing, or holding of each drug product [21 CFR ~ 211.25(c)J. Specifically,

yo~~r firm does nod have an adequate number ofpersormei to ensure that your firm's manuFacturing

operations are adequately conducked and completed. Far example,

a. Your QCU personnel stated that no data back-up of the (b)(~) HPLC Systems has been performed

since May 26, 2009 due to insufFicient time to perform such activity.

b. Based on your stability coordinator's explanation, it is difficult for the coordinator to routinely find

the two .employees ghat are required to open the "vault" to access samples because of a lack of

personnel.

8. Ypur firm hay not used equipment fihat is routinely calibrated, inspected, or checked according to a

written program designed to assure proper performance [21 CSR § 211,68(a}], For example, stability

chambers (Qa)(~4) (ii7stalied August 2000); (~))4) (installed February 20Q4); (b)(~) (installed Mai~cl~

2003}; end (installed February 2003) have not been calilarated since installation. Tn addition, vault {b)

( )used for storage stability samples (e.g., batches {~S)(~)) has never been calibrated.

Ypur response to ohservations 14d and 14e in the FL7A 483 regarding the failure to calibrate stability

chambers is not adequate. The response does Hat address the reasons why the QCU failed to ensure

equipment is calibrated, nor does it include corrective actions to prevent recurrence. In addition, SOP

2854 (operation, Maintenance, and Calibration of the Stability Chambers end Walk-In Cold Chamber)

submitted with your response is not adequate because it does not describe how to perform the

calibration.

~~5$ ~~'~C~~IC1L~ ~/IQ~~tIC1~'i~

1. failure to report the quantity distributed of a drug product under an approved application in an annual

report to Ft~A [21 CSR ~ 314.81(b)(2)(ii)]. Specifically, your February 10, 2009 Annual Report for ANDA
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78-448, Ranitidine HCI Solution USP, 15 mg/mL, covering the review period of ~ecemb~r 13, 2007 -

December 12, 2008 failed to include the distribution data under the subject application of all lots

manufactured at your site and distributed from your site. The Annual Product report declared that "no

product has been manufactured or distributed during the reporting period." Production records show at

least ten lots were manufactured and distributed during this period: batches 186Q614, 186Q616,

1861527, 1901358, 1902801, 190850, 1902802, 1902803 and 1902804. Furthermore, batch (b}(4)

was rejected because the aperatars failed to add the required amount of active pharmaceutical ingredient

during processing,

2, Failure to submit an NDA-Field Alert Report within three working days of receipt of information

concerning a failure of one or more distributed batches of a drug to meet the specifications established

far it ii7 the application [21 CFR § 314.81 (b)(1)(ii)J. Specifically:

a} Your firm received a complaint on March 23, 2009 related to particles in Metformin Oral Solution,

batch #1987071 which was confirmed an April 1,2009. The test for clarity requires that the sample

should be clear, free from particles or foreign matter and na preGipitafie should be observed. Your May

22, 2009 investigation concluded that the particles may be attributed to a worn nozzle seal on the

filling machine. This event was not reported.

b) You became aware of an DOS result for an antioxidant at the 24 month stability point on March 17,

2009 for ANDA 78-053, Sertraline Hydrochloride Oral Concentrate, 20 mg/m L, batches 1728799,

1728800, and 1729098. The ND~1-Field l~lert Report was not filed until March 26, 2009.

Ur~apprv~erl Drug and ~isEarandin~ i/ie~lafiians

In regard to your unapproved drugs, an June 8, 2Q06, FDA issued a guidance entitled "Marketed

Unapproved Drugs-Compliance Policy Guide (CPG)," which explains FDA`s policies aimed at ensuring that

all drugs markeCed in the U.S., prescription .and over-the-counter, have been shown ko be safe and

effective. This guidance can be found on FDA's webpage at http:J/www.fda,gov/

downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInfQrmatian/Guidances/UCM07Q290.pdf. Other related

information can be found an
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceReg~,~lataryInformation/EnforcementActivitiesbyFDA/
SelectedEnforcementActionsonUnappravedDrugs11899d.ht~m.

The guidance clearly articulates FDA's expectation that illegally markeked products, those products

markefied without required FDA approval, be removed from the markefi. The guidance also outlines FDA's

enforcement policies aimed at efficiently and rationally bringing all drugs requiring approved applications

into the approval pr°ocess, As described in the CPG, all drugs marketed without required applications are

subject to enforcement action at any time, without additional notice.

During the July 13 - August 12, 2Q09 inspection, we found that your firm is manufacturing and

distributing the prescription drug {b){~}. Sas~d on our information, there are no FDA-approved

applications an file Por this drug product. Yau should contact FDA's unapproved drugs coordinator, Dr.

Sally Loewke, at 301-796-0710 for assistance in communicating with the ~D~ an the application process

far your unapproved drug.

The violations ci~cd in this letter are nod intended to be an all-inclusive lisp o~ your firm's unapproved

drugs ar statement of vialatians that exist at your facility. You are responsible for investigating and

determining the complete status of ail of the drugs manufactured by your firm and the causes of the

violations identified above and far preventing their recurrence and the occurrence of other vialatians. It is

your responsibility to assure compliance with all requirements o~ federal law and FDA regulations.

You should take prompt action to correct the violations cited in this letter. Failure to promptly correct

these violations may result in legal action wifihout further notice, including, without limi~atian, seizure and

injunckion. Other federal agencies may take this Warning Letter into account when considering the award

of contracts. Additionally, FDA may withhold approval of requests for export certificates, or approval of

pending drug ap~alications listing your facility, until the above violations are corrected. FDA may re-

inspect to verify corrective actions have been completed.

Within fifteen working days of receipt of this letter, ~leas~ notify this oFficc in writing of the specific steps

thafi you have taken to correct violations. Include an explanation of each step taken to prevent the

recurrence of viala~ions and copies of supporting documentation. If you cannot complete corrective action

within fifteen working days, state the reason far the delay and the date by which you will complete the

corrective actions. Additionally, your response should stag if you no longer manufacture or distribute the

drug product{s) manufactured at this facility, and provide dates)and reasan(s) you ceased production.

Finally, we note that the CGMP violations listed in this letter include similar violations ~o those cited in the
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June 2006 at7d September 2QQ8 Warning letters issued to other Ranbaxy L.aborataries facilities (i.e., the

corporation}. Tt is apparent fihat Ranbaxy's attempts to make global carrections after past regulatory

actions by the FDA have beei7 inadequate. We remind you that Ranbaxy is responsible for ensuring that

all Ranbaxy drug manufacturing operations comply with applicable U5 requirements, including the CGMP

regulations. FDA expects Ranbaxy immediately to ~indertake a comprehensive assessment of its global

manuFacturing op~ra~ions to insure that all sues manufacturing drug for the US market conform to US

requirements.

Your reply should be sent to the attention of Dian Rugnetta, Compliance Officer, at the following address:

Compliance Branch
Food and Drug Administration
300 Pearl St., Suite ~ 00
Buffalo, NY 14202

Sincerely,

Js/

Laurence D. Daurio
Acting District Director
New York District
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